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Plot both absorption spectra on one plot, and point out the wavelengths you used for each method. You can
view these presentations as a friendly and informal discussion of your project. What are the limitations of your
experimental design? Instead of simply noting that you used "affect" when you meant "effect," or "there"
when you should have used "their," the spelling and grammar menu will explain the error with definitions of
the relevant words. Additionally, Microsoft is also adding a new feature to Word called Editor that aims to
help people improve their writing beyond the typical grammar and spelling suggestion. What experiments
would you do next? You do not need to provide any background or introductory material. Experimental This
section should be concise, yet have enough detail and clarity that someone else could repeat your experiment.
If you are not using the results from a particular experiment, you do not need to report those experimental
details. This section must be written using paragraph format. The Results and Discussion sections of your
paper are the core of your paper and should be the longest sections. You may also have others, depending on
your experiments. The abstract, figures, tables, references and appendix do not count toward this 5 to 8 page
total. If you would like to use other visual aids such as PowerPoint, overhead transparencies, or photocopies of
a handout , you may, but you are not required to do so. The primary goals of the questions are to determine
your understanding of the project itself and your analysis of your data. You may refer to figures in your
written report during the course of your presentation. If at all possible, plots that use color should be printed in
color. Called Researcher, it helps you find and cite sources without ever leaving Word. While you may refer
some details of part of a question to another group member, remember that all group members should be
aware of what was done with all aspects of the project. Graphs, tables and equations will help you present your
results in a clear and scientific manner. Better still, after you quote one of the sources you find in Researcher,
it will automatically configure the inline citation and bibliography entry using your preferred citation style.
The questions will, in general, be posed to specific individuals. What conclusions can you make based on your
results? So while the feature will start off with more basic suggestions, Microsoft says it expects them to
improve and become more complex over time. Rather than looking for errors, editor checks for areas where
prose can be improved and makes suggestions that may make the writing stronger. It pulls material in from
places that are likely to be teacher-approved â€” like news articles and educational websites that aren't
Wikipedia â€” and allows you to easily pull quotes from your sources into your paper. Image: microsoft The
company says it will also be adding more sources â€” like encyclopedias, national health and science centers
and history databases â€” to Researcher soon so it will be able to surface information from a bigger variety of
sources. When a method has multiple options, be sure to explicitly state the option you are using in your
analysis. SEE ALSO: 8 Microsoft Word features that will take you to the next level The goal of Researcher,
which is available now to Windows users running the latest version of Office, is to help give students writing
papers a better idea of how to start their assignment. Clearly indicate the linear region of the curve on the
plots. That is, you should make careful decisions for axis markers, axis limits, the use of color, the data
displayed, and so forth. Do not repeat experimental procedures that are given in a paper or book chapter, rather
you should reference each procedure and briefly explain any modifications that you may have made to that
procedure. Related documents. The company just introduced a new feature for Word that could make writing
research papers a little less painful. You must provide sufficient detail to justify the conclusions you make
later. Instead you should focus on what you did, your results, what you learned, and suggest any possible
improvements. Provide a calibration curve absorbance versus concentration for each method. We will all have
copies in front of us.


